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•  FCC-ee	beam	parameters	–	Saw-tooth	effect	
•  Emittance	tuning	for	electron	machines	
•  Lattice	errors	and	challenges	for	the	tolerance	study	
•  Status	Review	Meeting	&	Recommendations	
•  BPMs	errors	
•  Dispersion	Free	Steering	for	FCC-ee	
•  Summary	
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Related	Talks	at	FCC	Week	

•  FCC-ee	Lattice	design	option:	Katsunobu	Oide		
•  Lattice	Design	&	Chromaticity	correction	W-
function	matching	in	the	Arcs:	Bastian	Haerer	

•  IR	design	and	local	chromaticity	correction	at	the	
IP:	Anton	Bogomyagkov	

•  Tapering	:	Andreas	Doblhammer	(Poster)	

This	study	relies	on		
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	 Z W H tt 
Beam	energy	[GeV] 45.5 80 120 175 
Beam	current	[mA] 1450 152 30 6.6 
Bunches	/	beam 91500 5260 780 81 
Bunch	population	[1011] 0.33 0.6 0.8 1.7 
Transverse	emittance	ε	
-  Horizontal	[nm]	
-  Vertical	[nm] 

		
0.09	
0.001 

		
0.26	
0.001 

		
0.61	
0.0012 

		
1.3	

0.0025 

Momentum	comp.	[10-5] 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Betatron	function	at	IP	β*	
-  Horizontal	[mm]	
-  Vertical	[mm] 

		
1000	
2 

		
1000	
2 

		
1000	
2 

		
1000	
2 

Energy	loss	/	turn	[GeV] 0.03 0.33 1.67 7.55 

Total	RF	voltage	[GV] 0.2 0.8 3 10 

•  Coupling	ratio		
V.emit/H.emit	~	2/1000	
and	1/1000	

FCC-ee	Beam	Parameters	

P =
cC��3E4

2⇡R⇢
P175/P45 ⇡ 200

Light	source		
emittance	type	
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•  LEP	time	
•  Saw-tooth	=+/-5mm	

Saw-tooth	Effect	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	

Courtesy	Andreas	
Doblhammer	(Poster)	

•  175	GeV,	2	RF	sections	
•  Large	chromaticity	
Q’x		=	-573.6506369	
Q’y	=		-852.4978106	

•  Sextupoles	100	times	stronger	
•  Tapering	needed	to	keep	the	
beam	as	centered	as	possible	

•  More	details	Andreas’s	poster	
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L:	cell	length	
lB:	dipole	length	
				:	phase	advance/cell	

Alignment	errors,	rolls	angle	and	coupling	spoil	the	vertical	emittance	
and	compromise	the	coupling	of	1/1000	(2/1000)	
->	Coupling	and	Dy	should	be	under	control.	

Emittance	tuning	for	electron	machine	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	
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•  Horizontal	emittance	

•  Vertical	emittance	



•  Quadrupoles	off-set:	dipolar	kick	*	
	
	
	
•  Sextupoles	off-set	*	
	
	
	
	
	
•  Quadrupole	roll:		skew	quad,	coupling	of	the	planes	
•  Dipole	roll:	vertical	dipole	
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B
x

= k(y +�y) = ky + k�y

Constant	term	
Vertical	dipole	->	vertical	dispersion	

Feed misalignments – Tuning algorithm 

• Quadrupole vertical off-set (QV) 
 
 

 
 

• Quadrupole roll (QR) 
 
 

 
 

• Dipole roll (DR) 
 

 
 
 

• Sextupole vertical off-set (SV) 
 
 
 
 

௫ܤ = ݇ ݕ + ȟݕ = ݕ݇ + ݇ȟݕ 
constant term (vertical dipole) 

௫ܤ
௬ܤ = cosߠ െߠ݊݅ݏ

ߠ݊݅ݏ ߠݏܿ
ݕ݇
ݔ݇ = െ ߠݏܿ ݕ݇  ߠ݊݅ݏ ݔ݇

ݔ݇ cosߠ + ݕ݇ sinߠ  

skew quadrupole 

௫ܤ
௬ܤ = cosߠ െߠ݊݅ݏ

ߠ݊݅ݏ ߠݏܿ
0
ܤ = െߠ݊݅ݏ ܤ 

ܤ cosߠ  

vertical dipole 

௫ܤ = ݔ݇ ݕ + ȟݕ = ݕݔ݇ +  ݕȟݔ݇
௬ܤ = ݇ ଶݔ െ ݕ + ȟݕ ଶ =k(ݔଶ-ݕଶ) െ ݕȟݕ݇ʹ െ (ȟݕଶ) 

skew quadrupole 

ortogonal quad + 

ortogonal quad + 

horizontal dipole + 

ortogonal sextupole + 

Mainly emittance grows through: 
 
Betatron coupling 
 Directly generated and vertical 

non-zero closed orbit [through 
sexts] 

Vertical dispersion 
 Directly generated and vertical 

non-zero closed orbit [through 
quads] 

1st Workshop on Low Emittance Lattice Design   J. Alabau-Gonzalvo 

+ vertical dipole 
Skew	quad	(coupling)	+	vertical	dipole	

Source	emittance	
growth	*	SY	Lee	“Accelerator	Physics”,	Javier	Barcelona	Presentation	

Lattice	errors	and	challenges	for	the	tolerance	study	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	
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�������������� ������� ����������� ��������� 3
� �������������� ������� ����������� ���������
The different elements of the accelerator can be aligned at best at 0.150 mm Ref. Survey people. The question to answer
is: is it enough or do we need more precise alignement method, since the beta function in the vertical plane is quite
large.

�.� Orbit correction
Random error displacements in horizontal and vertical are set at all quadrupoles only at the moment via a troncated
gaussian at 3 �. Later, we could include tild errors/ displacement at the sextupoles.

parameter =1;
parameters=1;
ealign, dx:=tgauss(3)*0.15e-3*parameter, dy:=tgauss(3)*0.15e-3*parameters;

I placed here parameter(s) to be able to change the misalignements horizontal and vertically in a independant way.

• No signicant change in the beta function, as expected.

• one has to keep in mind that the change in hor/vert position at a position x

j

due to a misalignements at a another
position x

i

depends strongly on the beta functions at this positions. Therefore a misalignement at the doublets
quadrupoles might have an impact on the position proportionsl to

p
�

Q

�

i

, with �
Q

which could go up to 5-6 km
at the moment.

• The dispersion functions are significantly changed due the steering of the beam in the quadrupoles, which
experiement a dipolar kick, modifying then strongly the dispersion function and also the gamma transition
value. See the output file from MADX with the EALIGN command. Note the amplitude of the dispersion
functions in Fig. 3.

(a) Horizontal dispersion function with misaligned quadrupoles (b) Vertical dispersion function with misaligned quadrupoles

Figure 3: Horizontal and vertical dispersion functions with misaligned quadrupoles

Before any correction, the orbits in both planes are flat. The sextupoles are off as well as the RF cavities used for to
compensate to loss of energy due to synchrotron radiation.

������������ �� ��� ���������� Here we misaligne in both planes the first defocusing quadrupole at the first IP,
the so-called MQD33.IR1.R, by the 150 µm in the horizontal/vertical plane. In a another simulation, we misaligne the
first defocusing quadrupole only of the first FODO cell. The orbit distortion in the vertical plane is clearly dominated

by the error in misplacement if the quad at the IP is misaligned. Since the orbit response due to misaligment at s
0

is written as
y

co

(s) = ✓
0

G(s, s
0

) (1)

G(s, s
0

) is the Green function

G

0

=

p
�

0

�(s)

2 sin(⇡µ)
cos(⇡µ- | (s

0

)- (s)|) (2)

if only MQD33.IR1.R, the closed orbit distorsion is systematically multiplied by 5km. Most of the vertical dispersion is
created by the misaligment of the quadrupoles of the IPs as shown 5. It might be that they have to be more carefully

aligned. The tunes are unchanged as well as the chromaticities.

Closed	Orbit	Distortion	(COD)		
due	to	a	kick	(or	misaligned	quadrupole)	

Quad	IR	amplilie	
	any	errors	
	

Lattice	errors	and	challenges	for	the	tolerance	study	

• The equation is valid for the horizontal plane. For the vertical plane a

° sign must be inserted to take into account the strength sign.

Dispersion perturbation in a ring

The dispersion perturbation in a ring is given to first approximation by

¢D(s) =

p
Ø(s)

2 sin(ºQ)

I
C

0

p
Ø(t)

Ω(t)

cos(|µ(s)° µ(t)|° ºQ)dt (7)

where Ω(s) is the radius of curvature and Q is the tune. This expression does

not include the higher order terms from sextupoles that will be discussed

later.

The dispersion change induced at monitor l by a kick µ

j

corrector j due to

the beam excursion in quadrupole i is:

¢D

l

i

= K

i

L

i

¢u

i

p
Ø

l

Ø

i

sin(ºQ)

cos(|µ
l

° µ

i

|° ºQ)µ

j

(8)

since for a beam with an oÆset of ¢u

i

in a quadrupole with strength K

i

, Ω

is:

1

Ω

= K

i

¢u

i

(9)

The beam oÆset ¢u

i

itself due to the kick is

¢u

i

=

p
Ø

i

Ø

j

sin(ºQ)

cos(|µ
i

° µ

j

|° ºQ)µ

j

(10)

The sextupoles also contribute to the dispersion to first order in the orbit

perturbation. This is due to the that the the dispersion may be defined as

D

u

= lim

±!0

u(±)° u(0)

±

(11)

where u(±) is the closed orbit as a function of the momentum oÆset ±. The

eÆect of the sextupoles is proportional to

/ K2x
2 / K2(x(0) + D

x

±)

2 / K2x(0)

2
+ 2K2Dx

x(0)± + D

2
x

±

2
(12)

and

/ K2xy / K2(x(0) + D

x

±)y(0) / K2x(0)y(0) + K2Dx

y(0)± (13)

2

Dispersion	response	
kick	(or	misaligned	quadrupole)		

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	

Why	is	it	critical	for	FCC-ee?	
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•  2	microm	RMS	vertically	misaligned	quadrupoles,	no	sextupole	
•  175GeV	

Lattice	errors	and	challenges	for	the	tolerance	study	

	
To	keep	the	vertical	emittance	within	the	requirement	,	Vert.	Dispersion	~1mm	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	



Beam	Physics	Challenges	
	
•  FCC-ee	is	a	collider	with	beam	parameters	of	a	Light	Source	(llat	beam,	

extreme	low	vertical	emittance)->	Hor~nm,	Vert.	pm!!	
•  How	to	conserve	2pm	Vert.	Emittance	with	spurious	dispersion	
•  How	to	keep	coupling	ratio	Ey/Ex	of	1/1000	or	2/1000	

with	strong	sextupole	lield	(x100	in	k2	larger	than	LEP)?	
•  How	to	keep	the	vertical	dispersion	to	1mm	RMS	

14/04/16	 FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	 10	

Lattice	errors	and	challenges	for	the	tolerance	study	

Algorithm	&	Methodology	Challenges	
	
•  Getting	powerful	algorithms	of	lattice	correction	(orbit-dispersion	
matrix	response,	and	coupling	correction)	inspired	from	light	source	
experience	(LOCO)	and	LHC	or	other	colliders	

•  Computation	time	~L^4	
•  Apply	adapt	them	to	100km	collider	with	a	emittance	ratio	of	1	or	2/1000	
•  MADX	itself	is	not	sufiicient	and	limited	
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Log	scale	

Gain	of	a	factor	10	

•  12-folds	lattice	
•  Coupling	correction	from	the	non-
diagonal	element+vert.	dispersion	

•  Vertical	dispersion	RMS	~50mm	
(1/2m	at	the	IP)	

Recommendations	by	the	review	committee:	
1	-	More	iterations	should	be	apply	for	coupling		
2	-	BPMs	errors	should	be	taken	into	account	
3	-	For	LEP	operation	experience:	max	effort	to	keep	the	vertical	dispersion	as		low	as	
possible	

120GeV	–	Not	tapered	machine	

Rolls	&	Displacements	errors	on	quadrupoles	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	

Ey=2	pm	



Racetrack	Layout	
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Interaction Region

• The optics in the interaction region are asymmetric. 
• The synchrotron radiation from the upstream dipoles are suppressed below 100 keV up to 450 

m from the IP. 
• The crab sextuples are integrated in the local chromaticity correction in the vertical plane.

RFRF

IP
Beam

Local chromaticity correction 
+ crab waist sextupoles 

Local chromaticity 
correction 

+ crab waist sextupoles 

K.	Oide	lattice	option	(K.Oide	‘s	
talk)	
2	IPs	
	

Ring Optics

• Above are the optics for tt, β*x/y = 1 m / 2 mm. 
• 2 IP/ring. 
• The optics for straight sections except for the IR are tentative, customizable for infection/

extraction/collimation, etc.

RFRFRF

IP IP

B.	Haerer	lattice	option	(See	his	talk)		
2	Ips	

	
	

No	local	chromaticity	correction	
Will	be	combined	with	A.	Bogomyagkov’s	IR	

in	the	future		

Ring Optics

• Above are the optics for tt, β*x/y = 1 m / 2 mm. 
• 2 IP/ring. 
• The optics for straight sections except for the IR are tentative, customizable for infection/

extraction/collimation, etc.

RFRFRF

IP IP

Racetrack	follows	oflicial	design	

50600 50700 50800 50900
s(m)

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

�x,y(m)
Beta_y	

Beta_x	



BPM	Error	Tolerance	
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•  Racetrack	type	lattice	,	175GeV,	2RF,	fully	tapered	
	
•  Very	low	tolerance,	emittance	growth	driven	by	vertical	dispersion.	

•  Preferable	to	correct	the	vert	Disp.	via	a	DISPERSION	FREE	STEERING	
(DFS)	rather	than	by	a	orbit	correction	

~10mm	Vert.	
Dispersion	
0.1-0.2m	at	the	IP		



•  Build	a	matrix	for	vertical	orbit	(u)	&	dispersion	(Du)	response	under	a	
corrector	kick	(al)	

Dispersion	Free	Steering:	Principle	

PRST-AB 3 EMITTANCE OPTIMIZATION WITH DISPERSION FREE … 121001 (2000)

(N . M) or under (N , M) constrained. In the for-
mer and most frequent case, Eq. (7) cannot be solved
exactly. Instead, an approximate solution must be found,
and commonly used least square algorithms minimize the
quadratic residual

S ! k "u 1 A "uk2. (8)

Dispersion free steering is based on the extension of
Eq. (7) to include the dispersion at the BPMs. The ex-
tended linear system is

µ
!1 2 a""u

a "Du

∂
1

µ
!1 2 a"A

aB

∂
"u ! 0 , (9)

where vector "Du (dimension N) represents the dispersion
at the BPMs. B is the N 3 M dispersion response matrix,
its elements Bij giving the dispersion change at the ith
monitor due to a unit kick from the jth corrector. The
weight factor a is used to shift from a pure orbit (a !
0) to a pure dispersion correction (a ! 1). In general,
the optimum closed orbit and dispersion rms are not of
the same magnitude and a must be adjusted for a given
machine. a can, in principle, be evaluated from the BPM
accuracy and resolution. Applied to Eq. (9), a least square
algorithm will minimize

S ! !1 2 a"2 k "u 1 A "uk2 1 a2k "Du 1 B "uk2. (10)

Singular response matrices are a well-known problem of
orbit corrections. The singularities are related to redundant
correctors, i.e., areas of the machine where the sampling
of the orbit is insufficient. Such situations yield numeri-
cally unstable solutions where large kicks are associated
to minor changes in the orbit. A standard cure consists in
disabling a subset of correctors and removing the corre-
sponding lines from the linear systems of Eqs. (7) and (9).
Regularization can also be obtained by extending Eq. (9)
to constrain the size of the kicks,0

B@
!1 2 a" "u

a "Du
"0

1
CA 1

0
@ !1 2 a"A

aB
bI

1
A "u ! 0 . (11)

Here "0 is a null vector of dimensionM, I is a unit matrix of
dimension M 3 M, and b is a kick weight. The quadratic
residual now contains the rms strength of the corrector
kicks,

S ! !1 2 a"2 k "u 1 Auk2 1 a2k "Du 1 B "uk2

1 b2k "uk2, (12)

and large kicks are suppressed since they receive a penalty
which can be adjusted with b.
Various other constraints can be added to the linear sys-

tem to be solved, for example, to maintain a constant or-
bit length or to stabilize the beam at given locations in
the ring. Adequate weight factors can be used to control

the importance of such constraints. It is also possible to
correct the machine coupling using a similar scheme. The
orbit coupling of horizontal corrector kicks into the ver-
tical plane is then minimized using skew quadrupoles as
correcting elements [10]. To simplify the expressions in
the following sections, vector "d and matrix T are defined
as

"d !

0
@ !1 2 a" "u

a "Du
"0

1
A, T !

0
@ !1 2 a"A

aB
bI

1
A , (13)

with

"d 1 T "u ! 0 . (14)

A. Singular value decomposition (SVD) and orbit
eigenvectors

Dispersion free steering is particularly interesting in
conjunction with the singular value decomposition (SVD)
algorithm [11,12], because it allows a simultaneous limi-
tation of the corrector kick strength. The SVD algorithm
is a powerful tool to handle singular systems and to solve
them in the least square sense. For M $ N the singular
value decomposition of matrix T has the form

T ! UWVt ! U

0
BB@

w1 0 · · · 0
0 w2

· · · · · · 0
0 · · · 0 wM

1
CCAVt, (15)

where W is a diagonal M 3 M matrix with non-negative
diagonal elements and Vt is the transpose of the M 3 M
orthogonal matrix V,

VVt ! VtV ! I , (16)

while U is an N 3 M column-orthogonal matrix

UtU ! I . (17)

The vector "q !i", corresponding to the ith column of
matrix V,

"q !i" !

0
BB@

V1i
V2i
· · ·
VMi

1
CCA , (18)

is an eigenvector with eigenvalue w2
i $ 0 of the M 3 M

symmetric matrix TtT [12,13],

TtT "q !i" ! w2
i

"q !i". (19)

It follows from Eq. (16) that the M vectors "q !i" form an
orthonormal base of the corrector space since

! "q !i" ? "q !j"" ! "q !i"t "q !j" ! dij . (20)

121001-3 121001-3
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Ai,j =

p
�i�j

2 sin(⇡Qy)
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Figure 2: Vertical dispersion in the SPS ring due to a kick of 0.1 mrad at corrector
MDV.10307. The solid line is the MADX prediction, the points correspond to the analytical
expression of Eq. 20 evaluated at the location of the BPMs.

strength, the horizontal dispersion at the sextupole and to the orbit offset in the sextupole.
The sextupole term is obtained by replacing the K in the equation for the quadrupoles by
−K2Dx, see for example Ref. [4] for a rigorous treatment of the dispersion response.

When all contributions are combined the dispersion response at monitor i due to the kick
from corrector j becomes

Bij = {
quad
!

l

KlLlβl

4 sin(πQ)2
cos(|µi − µl|− πQ) cos(|µl − µj|− πQ)

−
sext
!

m

K2,mDx,mLmβm

4 sin(πQ)2
cos(|µi − µm|− πQ) cos(|µm − µj|− πQ)

−
cos(|µi − µj |− πQ)

sin(πQ)
}
"

βlβj (20)

where the sums run over all quadrupoles (i) and sextupoles (m). The last term is the direct
effect from the corrector kick itself. Eq. 20 is valid for the horizontal plane. For the vertical

6

•  Orbit	response	

•  Dispersion	
response	

“Dispersion	Free	Steering	for	
YASP	and	dispersion	for	TI8”,		
J.	Wenninger,	LHC-Performance-
Note-005.	
	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	

Response	build	with	
1micro.rad	



DFS	optimization	with	singular	value	decomposition	
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•  Without	SVD,	the	correction	does	not	work	–	mandatory	step.	
•  SVD	principle	

•  W	is	a	diagonal	matrix	with	w_i	are	the	singular	values.	
•  Establish	a	cutoff	to	eliminate	the	singular	value	to	optimize	the	

correction	–		
Compromise	between	noise	in	the	correction	and	efliciency	
More	singular	value	->	more	local	correction,	more	noise	
Less	singular	value->	global	correction,		IP		
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(N . M) or under (N , M) constrained. In the for-
mer and most frequent case, Eq. (7) cannot be solved
exactly. Instead, an approximate solution must be found,
and commonly used least square algorithms minimize the
quadratic residual

S ! k "u 1 A "uk2. (8)

Dispersion free steering is based on the extension of
Eq. (7) to include the dispersion at the BPMs. The ex-
tended linear system is

µ
!1 2 a""u

a "Du

∂
1

µ
!1 2 a"A

aB

∂
"u ! 0 , (9)

where vector "Du (dimension N) represents the dispersion
at the BPMs. B is the N 3 M dispersion response matrix,
its elements Bij giving the dispersion change at the ith
monitor due to a unit kick from the jth corrector. The
weight factor a is used to shift from a pure orbit (a !
0) to a pure dispersion correction (a ! 1). In general,
the optimum closed orbit and dispersion rms are not of
the same magnitude and a must be adjusted for a given
machine. a can, in principle, be evaluated from the BPM
accuracy and resolution. Applied to Eq. (9), a least square
algorithm will minimize

S ! !1 2 a"2 k "u 1 A "uk2 1 a2k "Du 1 B "uk2. (10)

Singular response matrices are a well-known problem of
orbit corrections. The singularities are related to redundant
correctors, i.e., areas of the machine where the sampling
of the orbit is insufficient. Such situations yield numeri-
cally unstable solutions where large kicks are associated
to minor changes in the orbit. A standard cure consists in
disabling a subset of correctors and removing the corre-
sponding lines from the linear systems of Eqs. (7) and (9).
Regularization can also be obtained by extending Eq. (9)
to constrain the size of the kicks,0

B@
!1 2 a" "u

a "Du
"0

1
CA 1

0
@ !1 2 a"A

aB
bI

1
A "u ! 0 . (11)

Here "0 is a null vector of dimensionM, I is a unit matrix of
dimension M 3 M, and b is a kick weight. The quadratic
residual now contains the rms strength of the corrector
kicks,

S ! !1 2 a"2 k "u 1 Auk2 1 a2k "Du 1 B "uk2

1 b2k "uk2, (12)

and large kicks are suppressed since they receive a penalty
which can be adjusted with b.
Various other constraints can be added to the linear sys-

tem to be solved, for example, to maintain a constant or-
bit length or to stabilize the beam at given locations in
the ring. Adequate weight factors can be used to control

the importance of such constraints. It is also possible to
correct the machine coupling using a similar scheme. The
orbit coupling of horizontal corrector kicks into the ver-
tical plane is then minimized using skew quadrupoles as
correcting elements [10]. To simplify the expressions in
the following sections, vector "d and matrix T are defined
as

"d !

0
@ !1 2 a" "u

a "Du
"0

1
A, T !

0
@ !1 2 a"A

aB
bI

1
A , (13)

with

"d 1 T "u ! 0 . (14)

A. Singular value decomposition (SVD) and orbit
eigenvectors

Dispersion free steering is particularly interesting in
conjunction with the singular value decomposition (SVD)
algorithm [11,12], because it allows a simultaneous limi-
tation of the corrector kick strength. The SVD algorithm
is a powerful tool to handle singular systems and to solve
them in the least square sense. For M $ N the singular
value decomposition of matrix T has the form

T ! UWVt ! U

0
BB@

w1 0 · · · 0
0 w2

· · · · · · 0
0 · · · 0 wM

1
CCAVt, (15)

where W is a diagonal M 3 M matrix with non-negative
diagonal elements and Vt is the transpose of the M 3 M
orthogonal matrix V,

VVt ! VtV ! I , (16)

while U is an N 3 M column-orthogonal matrix

UtU ! I . (17)

The vector "q !i", corresponding to the ith column of
matrix V,

"q !i" !

0
BB@

V1i
V2i
· · ·
VMi

1
CCA , (18)

is an eigenvector with eigenvalue w2
i $ 0 of the M 3 M

symmetric matrix TtT [12,13],

TtT "q !i" ! w2
i

"q !i". (19)

It follows from Eq. (16) that the M vectors "q !i" form an
orthonormal base of the corrector space since

! "q !i" ? "q !j"" ! "q !i"t "q !j" ! dij . (20)
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•  Scan	in	number	of	singular	values	considered	
•  2	microm	vertically	misaligned	quads	
•  Pure	vertical	dispersion	correction	(0	weight	on	the	orbit)	
•  20	iterations	of	DFS	
•  Chromaticity	correction	is	applied	(Bastian’s	scheme)	
•  Tapering,	which	includes	a	re-matching	optics	
•  Computation	of	the	emittance.	

14/04/16	 16	

DFS	optimization	with	singular	value	decomposition	

First	approach	with	small	misalignments	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	

Matrix	Size	
(2006,2006)	
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2.7e-7	

No	convergence	

DFS,	chromaticity	correction+W	function	optimization	
(See	Bastian	Haerer’s	talk)	

DFS	optimization	with	singular	value	decomposition	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	

Cut-off:	
smallest	considered	
singular	value/largest	
singular	value		
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Ey=4e-14m.rad	

Vertical	orbit	is	correct	.	

DFS	optimization	with	singular	value	decomposition	

No	Sext.,	no	Synchrotron	
light	(linear	machine)	

Sext.,	Synchrotron	light	(non	
linear	machine)	

S(m)	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	

Before	DFS:	Dy~5m	
After	DFS	Dy~0.1m	
After	Sextp:	Dy~0.5mm	
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DFS	optimization	with	singular	value	decomposition	
According	to	the	SEED,		4-6microm	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	
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Local	Dispersion	Correction	at	the	IP	

		 before	local	correction	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	

•  Clear	indications	show	that	the	IRs	has	to	be	treated	separately	from	the	arcs.	
•  Vert.	Dispersion	excursion	is	driving	Ey	to	high	value.	
•  Using	a	local	bump	at	the	IP,	correct	locally	the	Vert.	Dispersion	
From	2%	emittance	ratio	(Ey/Ex)	->	0.5%	emittance	ratio	

•  Next	step:	should	be	fully	integrated	to	the	correction	algorithm	
	



•  Lattice	errors	huge	impact	on	Dy	&	Ey,	due	to	the	beta-function	
from	the	IRs,	very	sensitive	

•  Developing	lattice	correction	methods,	adapting	them	to	100km	
machine	is	still	on	going		

•  To	overcome	BPM	errors,	a	Dispersion	Free	Steering	has	been	
implemented.	

•  ….	still	needs	quite	some	optimizations	(DFS	directly	with	sextupoles)	
•  Next	step:	what	do	we	gain	by	treating	IP	&	Arcs	?	
•  Coupling	correction	is	another	very	challenging	next	step.	
•  Alignment	techniques	from	Light	sources	should	be	considered.	

14/04/16	 21	

Summary	

FCC	week	2016	-	Rome	



Thank	you	for	your	a,en.on!	
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After	sextupoles:	
Ey~2e-13m.rad	

DFS	optimization	with	singular	value	decomposition	

Repeatable	on	50	seeds..	

svd	cut-off	2.7e-7	

1ê2kick full kick
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Iteration	
0	 5	 10	 15	 20	

5	
RMS	Dy	(m)	

7	singular	value	
cut	off	1.0e-2	

After	sextupoles:	
Ey~1e-10m.rad	

•  Vertical	Dispersion	Convergence	(No	sextupole,	no	SR)	

0.01m	Dy	rms	
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SVD	no	sextupoles	
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Keep	the	7th	largest	singular	values	
Sv_max/sv~1.0e-3	



DFS	applied	to	a	misaligned	la=ce	
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Emittance	ratio~2%	

Dispersion	at	the	IP	drive	the	emittance	to	large	value	



Local	Dispersion	Correc.on	
•  …	extremely	eflicient:		

it	brings	the	vertical	dispersion	at	the	same	order	of	magnitude	as	the	
arcs.	

•  2%->	0.5%	in	emittance	ratio.	
•  DFS	extra	iterations	do	not	change	the	kicker	strengths	in	the	IRs	

14/04/16	 Low	Emittance	Workshop	2015	 26	



Mo.va.ons	
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From	0.1	up	to	1cm		



Dispersion	Free	Steering:	Motivations	

•  Dispersion	Free	Steering	(used	in	LEP):	
simultaneous	correction	of	the	dispersion	and	of	the	orbit	
with	orbit	correctors.	

•  Method	to	minimize	the	vertical	emittance	at	LEP	
•  For	Vert.	Disper,	BPM	errors	do	not	matter.	

•  No	DFS	in	MADX	(only	MAD8)	
YASP	(J.	Wenninger)	
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Emittance optimization with dispersion free steering at LEP

R. Assmann, P. Raimondi,* G. Roy, and J. Wenninger†
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

(Received 17 July 2000; published 11 December 2000)
Residual vertical dispersion can be a significant performance limitation for the LEP collider because

the associated vertical emittance increase reduces the luminosity of the machine. To make the search for
orbits yielding small vertical emittances fast and deterministic, a simultaneous correction of the closed
orbit and the residual dispersion was implemented at LEP. The principle of the correction and the
resulting performance gains are discussed.

PACS numbers: 29.20.Dh, 29.27.Eg, 29.27.Fh

I. INTRODUCTION
In lepton storage rings, small beam sizes at collision

points or in insertion devices are required for highest lu-
minosity or brightness. In colliders, the luminosity L can
be expressed as

L !
kbI2

b

4pe2frevs!
xs!

y
, (1)

with kb the number of bunches per beam, Ib the current per
bunch, and frev the revolution frequency. In the absence
of local coupling, the horizontal and vertical beam sizes at
the collision points s!

x and s!
y are given by (u ! x, y)

!s!
u"2 ! !D!

usd"2 1 b!
u´u , (2)

where D!
u is the dispersion, sd is the relative energy

spread, b!
u is the betatron function, and ´u is the beam

emittance. In the presence of weak local coupling, the
beam size receives an additional contribution proportional
to the emittance of the orthogonal plane and to the coupling
factor. The number of bunches, the betatron functions b!

x
and b!

y , and the horizontal emittance ´x are given by the
machine and optics design. Optimization of the luminos-
ity with those parameters is possible but limited by other
constraints (e.g., the dynamic aperture, momentum aper-
ture, …). For example, the horizontal beam emittance can
be optimized by a proper choice of the machine optics,
a higher phase advance per cell yielding a smaller natu-
ral horizontal emittance. Dynamic aperture requirements
may, however, limit the increase of phase advance.
The vertical emittance ´y is a powerful parameter for

luminosity optimization. Neglecting beam-beam effects,
it can be written approximately as

´y # ´y0 1 k´x 1 rE2!Drms
y "2, (3)

with E the beam energy and r a numerical coefficient.
For an ideal planar storage ring the vertical rms dispersion

*Permanent address: SLAC, P.O. Box 4349, Stanford, CA
94309.
†Corresponding author.

Drms
y and the global coupling k vanish, and the emittance

is given by ´y0, the limit from quantum excitation due to
the finite emission angle of synchrotron radiation photons.
In general, ´y0 is many orders of magnitude smaller than
practically achievable emittances. Residual coupling be-
tween the planes and a nonzero vertical dispersion, both
due to unavoidable machine imperfections, lead to a finite
vertical beam emittance. The global coupling parameter k
is a function of DQ, the distance of the tunes to the differ-
ence coupling resonance, and can be expressed to a good
approximation by

k !
D2

g

D2
g 1 2D2

Q
. (4)

Here Dg is the width of the stop band around the coupling
resonance where the horizontal and vertical tunes become
“undefined” due to the orientation of the normal modes
axes [1,2]. The stop band width or “closest tune approach”
can be measured by sweeping the betatron tunes across
each other.
We note that optimization of the vertical emittance is

not critical for a machine operated well above the beam-
beam limit where it is determined by the strength of the
beam-beam interaction. This is, for example, the case of
LEP when it is operated at beam energy of 45 GeV.

LEP operation at high energy
The Large Electron Positron collider (LEP) is a 26.7 km

circumference storage ring [2]. The two beams circulate in
the same vacuum chamber and collide at four interaction
points. Each beam consists of four equidistant bunches.
The 500 beam position monitors installed in LEP mea-
sure the beam position in both planes. 261 horizontal and
312 vertical orbit correctors are available for orbit steer-
ing. At LEP, the best performances were traditionally ob-
tained with the help of so-called golden orbits [3]. Such
orbits were found empirically with global and local orbit
corrections and with knobs generating specific patterns of
dispersion waves over the ring. By continuously reusing
and improving the corrector settings and steering of the

1098-4402$00$3(12)$121001(8)$15.00 © 2000 The American Physical Society 121001-1
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•  120	GeV		
•  1m/2mm	beta*,	2	Ips	
•  RF	spread	around	the	ring	
	

•  Qx=419.08/	Qy=333.14	
•  Q’x		=	-573.6506369	
•  Q’y	=		-852.4978106	

FODO	cell	

Interaction	Region	(no	crab	waist)	

Any	errors	
are	
amplilied	

3km	

Status	Review	Meeting	&	Recommendations	Oct	2015	
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